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More MSMEs get CMERI’s technology to ramp up
production of OEU devices generating medical oxygen
John Hurtado, deputy director and chief technology officer of
the Bush Combat Development Complex, said he is excited to
lead the Texas A&M engineering program starting next month.
Difficult to begin first-semester classes by September 15:
Engineering colleges
Sinhgad Technical Education Society’s, Smt Kashibai Navale
College of Engineering, Pune, Department of Computer
Engineering, in association with Board of Studies in Computer
Engineering, Savitribai ...
Daily investigation finds School of Information, College of Engineering
differed in response to allegations against CSE professor
Cal State San Marcos will celebrate the graduating classes of 2021 and
2020 Saturday and Sunday as it holds its first commencement ceremonies
in two years.
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Ansys is transforming engineering curricula
through a partnership with Cornell University to
develop simulation courses, supplementing online
learning Cornell's SimCafe tutorials will now be
...
College of Engineering Celebrates Top Students
Greg Warden joins SeatGeek after working as VP of engineering at
Chainalysis, a company that analyzes blockchain data.
Josh McGee Appointed to National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine Panel
This article is the second part of a two-part investigation by The Michigan
Daily into allegations of sexual misconduct against computer science professor
Walter Lasecki and the University of Michigan ...
Microelectronic engineering program founder retires from Kate
Gleason College of Engineering
Gateway Technical College’s commencement is taking place this
weekend, with adjustments and safeguards in place due to the
pandemic.
Meet the Class of 2021 from HCC's middle college
OEUs concentrate oxygen from the air by selectively removing
nitrogen to supply oxygen-enriched air. The concentrated oxygen
is then delivered to the patient with breathing-related problems
through an ...
Aerospace engineering professor named interim leader for Texas
A&M College of Engineering
University of Missouri Provost Latha Ramchand today announced
that Noah Manring has been named the new dean of the MU
College of Engineering. Manring has served as the interim dean of
the college ...
Ansys Ushers in a New Era of Online Learning with Cornell Engineering
Several state-level entrance exams have also been deferred, which will impact
the admission process in universities and institutes. Consequently, the
commencement of the classes will also have to be ...

Engineering Staff College of India, an organ of the Institution of
Engineers (India), has launched several new PG courses recognised by
AICTE. Know more here.
WATCH NOW: From gridiron to classroom, UVa grad made the most of
her college experience
The College of Engineering honors its outstanding students at the end of
April, including the 2021 Outstanding Senior, Madeline Suellentrop.
Patna Engineering Student Develops 'Nursing Bots' To Assist In
Treatment Of COVID Patients
Service to country, medicine, helping children and improving
international relations. These are just some of the career paths Granville
High School Class of 2021 members envision for themselves as ...
Sinhgad Institute's College of Engineering hosts cPGCON
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Cal State San Marcos to begin two days of graduation ceremonies Saturday
McGee, the associate director of the Office for Education Policy, will be part
of a group shaping the priorities for the National Center for Education
Statistics through this decade.
Engineering Staff College of India launches several new PG courses
recognised by AICTE
The Community Foundation of the Brazos Valley has awarded
$11,000 in Arkema New Horizon Scholarships to 11 Bryan and
College Station high school graduates.
Manring Named New Dean of the College of Engineering
Fuller established the first microelectronic engineering program in the
country in 1982 at RIT, and today many program graduates lead efforts
at the top microchip firms advising the president.
Granville H.S. grads' future plans include service to country,

engineering, medical studies
It was a packed Saturday for University Stadium as three
graduation ceremonies were held for the 2021 classes of Chico
State.
Our Neighbors: Community foundation awards $11,000 in scholarships
to Bryan, College Station high school graduates
Since the start of the middle college in 2013, enrollment has grown, with
more than 70 students expected to be enrolled for the fall of 2021. The
middle college is a partnership between HCC and ...
Gateway Technical College: Two Racine graduates among
commencement speakers
The pandemic shut down UVa in the spring of 2020 and forced a social
life of social distancing when school opened up in the fall. She made it
through, though, and will graduate Friday with fellow ...
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